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Stay tuned. Bri rekening dari dokumen kartu For example: >>> . This is my code: import os import re from openpyxl import
Workbook from openpyxl import load_workbook from openpyxl import Workbook from openpyxl import load_workbook
import openpyxl filename ='rekening-koran-bank-mandiri-pdf-13l.xlsx' with open(filename, 'rb') as f: data = f.read() wb =
Workbook() ws = wb.active with open(filename) as fileobj: c = open("list.txt", 'w') for line in fileobj: list = line.split(" ")
list_one = [x for x in list if x!= ''] c.write(list_one + " ") wb.open(filename) ws.append(data) A: Your problem is this: with
open(filename) as fileobj: c = open("list.txt", 'w') for line in fileobj: list = line.split(" ") list_one = [x for x in list if x!= '']

c.write(list_one + " ") You're always writing "list.txt" to the same file. That's wrong. You're trying to write "list.txt" three times.
If you're writing to list.txt, then you need to close it after each write. Here's a solution that's improved. It uses a file object

instead of a file pointer (which is a file handle, which represents a single line in the file) and a context manager, so it
automatically closes the file object when it goes out of scope. import os import re from openpyxl import Workbook from

openpyxl import load_workbook from openpyxl import Workbook from open
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